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Abstract. Network-based attacks and their mitigation are of increasing
importance in our ever-connected world. Besides denial of service a ma-
jor goal of today’s attackers is to gain access to the victim’s data (e.g.
for espionage or blackmailing purposes). Hence the detection and pre-
vention of data exfiltration is one of the major challenges of institutions
connected to the Internet. The cyber security community provides dif-
ferent standards and best-practices on both high and fine-granular level
to handle this problem. In this paper we propose a conclusive process,
which links Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) and Information Security
Management Systems (ISMS) in a dynamic manner to reduce the risk of
unwanted data loss through data exfiltration. While both CTI and ISMS
are widespread in modern cyber security strategies, most often they are
implemented concurrently. Our process, however, is based on the hypoth-
esis that the mitigation of data loss is improved if both CTI and ISMS
interact with one another and complement each other conclusively. Our
concept makes use of the MITRE ATT&CK framework in order to en-
able (partial) automatic execution of our process chain and to execute
proactive simulations to measure the effectiveness of the implemented
countermeasures and to identify any security gaps that may exist.

Keywords: Cyber Threat Intelligence · Data Exfiltration · Information
Security Management System

1 Introduction

The ubiquitous use of the Internet increases both the quantity and quality of
network-based attacks and thus the need for protection against this class of risk.
Widespread network-based attacks are attacks against the availability of services
(e.g. denial of service attacks in their different variants) and attacks on the
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confidentiality of data, respectively. In this paper we address the second attack
class, which is relevant for instance in the scope of espionage, blackmailing,
or ransom. More precisely, while many research is published with respect to
detection of a network breach, we focus on the detection and prevention of data
exfiltration as a major challenge of contemporary network security.

A common category of concepts and measures to protect networks is Cyber
Threat Intelligence (CTI). CTI is a way to improve cyber security by an improved
assessing of the real existing threats. CTI provides information about the threats
to business. CTI thus helps to understand and prioritize the relevance of known
and yet unknown future cyber threats for one’s own business. Therefore, it is an
effective method to strengthen the security of business information systems [39,
pp. 1–2].

Fig. 1. Use Case Data Exfiltration [33]

We use CTI as a base concept to specifically mitigate the dangers of data
exfiltration for the respective business. Our use case and the relevant parties
are illustrated in figure 1. As of today methods have been investigated to auto-
matically derive the business context from the currently known vulnerabilities.
Formatting and sharing technologies are increasingly used like the Structured
Threat Intelligence eXpression (STIX) and the Trusted Automated eXchange of
Indicator Information (TAXII) [39, p. 1]. Feeds, downloadable in JSON format,
are increasingly being implemented to inform in a timely manner.
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On the other hand institutions implement their cyber security strategy by
releasing an Information Security Management Systems (ISMS). While often
CTI and ISMS are implemented loosely coupled in a concurrent way, the goal
of our paper is to introduce a concept to reduce the risk of unwanted data loss
through data exfiltration in a dynamic manner by combining both CTI and
ISMS. Furthermore, we use the MITRE ATT&CK framework to implement and
later on automate CTI.

The main purpose of the paper at hand is to describe the connection between
the CTI and ISMS processes and thus, building on two proven processes, to
achieve added value in favor of reducing the risk of data theft. The Business
Process Modulation and Notation is used for this and code examples are given
for the implementation of this value-adding approach.

In more detail, our contributions are as follows: First, the essence of CTI [10]
is examined in terms of how it can be procedural integrated into an organization
and which parameters have to be supplied. Second the basic process for ensur-
ing information safety and security [19, 17] is checked to see whether suitable
connecting points to CTI can be identified. After all, it is important to find the
right controls [18] in order to effectively link the processes with one another.
The ISO 27K series [19] is used as the framework for this work. Third the en-
tire process is formally noted using [1] in order to provide companies with the
necessary framework – a Business Process Management System (BPMS) [13] for
the future as illustrated in figures 8 and 9. Finally we provide a sample use case
based on the ”SilverTerrier” group to show how our concept works.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we review and
systemize the related work in our scope. Then Section 3 presents the concept of
Cyber Threat Intelligence followed by Section 4, where we explain our proposal
for usage of the MITRE ATT&CK framework to mitigate data exfiltration. Next
we introduce Information Security Management Systems in Section 5. Our con-
cept to jointly make use of Cyber Threat Intelligence and Information Security
Management Systems is then presented in Section 6.1. We conclude our paper
in Section 7 and point to future work.

2 Related work

The work of this paper is going a first step towards bridging the gap between CTI
and the current conditions of the enterprise IT-systems by combining CTI and
ISMS using the MITRE ATT&CK framework. Respect is given to the current
sensitive data on the assets of the enterprise. To the best of our knowledge, there
is currently no existing research activity in this specific focus. In this section we
present related work in the scope of data exfiltration, especially as part of an
Advanced Persistent Threat (APT). Additionally related work with respect to
the MITRE ATT&CK framework is discussed.

Scientific research regarding to adversary data exfiltration has a long history.
Yet, 2014, the anatomy of typical attacks was examined. Referencing to an ar-
ticle of the Center for the Protection on National Infrastructure (CPNI) it was
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stated, that different advanced attackers were using different tactics. Different
tactics are used to penetrate IT-systems of enterprises, institutions as well as
Industry Control Systems (ICS) in order to identify sensitive, valuable data. Fi-
nally, identified sensitive data is exfiltrated by utilizing advanced data transfer
hiding technologies [32, pp. 6–7]. The imperative of establishing effective security
controls was distinguished [32, pp. 16–32].

Very early, the threat of unauthorized data exfiltration over various channels
has been understood [32, pp. 8–12]. Therefore, the range is varying from the
simple exploitation of websites, like YouTube (simply uploading Gigabytes of
videos) or Timblr, up to complex hex dumping of video frames [37, p. 4].

Until today, research has often been focused on examinations of specific
methods. Single exfiltration channels have been investigated in order to figure
out effective countermeasures, each. To name some of these data exfiltration
methods: Structured Query Language (SQL) attacks against sensitive relational
databases [12], cryptography signature based detection [22], detecting DNS over
HTTPS [21], exploiting minification of web applications [34], stealthy data ex-
filtration from Industry Control Systems (ICS) by manipulating Programmable
Logical Controllers (PLC) [11], bridging the air gap with audio signaling [30].

Accompanying the rising usage of encryption for storing and transferring
data, appropriate techniques have been investigated to track data transmission
in spite of encryption. The idea of deep packet inspection is one example for
this [20]. The same intention is recognizable regarding the mushrooming imple-
mentations of steganography [40]

Multi layer approaches were exploited. In particular, Advanced Persistent
Threats (APT) have learned to exploit multiple layers for achieving the diversion
of sensitive data in a hidden manner. Interactively, detection capabilities have
been researched with this trend [29].

Machine Learning was contemplated with confidence. Multi approaches have
been evaluated and reviewed to utilize machine learning in order to reveal multi
layer data exfiltration activities [3].

Innovation of information technology went hand in hand with more complex
threats. Big data lakes have been born. The number of available data sources as
well as the frequency of updating data by the Internet of Things (IoT) have grown
significantly. Big data and real-time sensors were brought in. Corresponding,
the necessity to examine misuse potential - among others data exfiltration -
grew up and is culminating just today. Real time processing and streaming data
processing will create new opportunities for big data analytics and will enable
rapid threat prediction [25, pp. 58–59].

With the same speed in which the data exfiltration techniques are becoming
more complex, defense approaches are enhancing. Geolocation-practice has been
discovered today in order to filter valid participants for a data transmission and
to prevent unauthorized data exfiltration [21]. Skills and training are advancing
to foster the evolution of effective countermeasures; best practices lecture for the
utilization of machine learning for cyber security purposes with python may be
one example for this [15].
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The Markov Belief Model figured out how to predict data exfiltration ac-
tivities by APT. The model envisaged the likelihood in close correlation to the
phase of the adversaries attack. Different phases of phases caused different op-
erational figures. The Markov Belief Model transferred the prediction towards
multiple phases of the attack. The likelihood of unauthorized data exfiltration
is predicted with respect to each phase of the attack. The closer contemplation
of the data exfiltration process itself was begun by Markov [14].

Different approaches have been reviewed. On the one hand, different levels
are contemplated: strategic, operational, tactical level. Threat modeling is done
at every level. On the other hand, Asset-Threat-Data-System concentric threat
modeling approaches are pursued [23, pp. 3–4]. Information sharing becomes
more important; MITRE provides for example the ATT&CK in the Structured
Threat Information Expression (STIX) JSON format via Github [23, p. 14].
The future will bring further approaches in order to overcome the limits of
today. So far, APT are not understood completely nor a bit detected in a timely
manner. The future may require a more effective process. The process may have
to consume the TTPs as well as historical and current data of attack vectors.
Furthermore, current vulnerabilities in an enterprise IT have to be considered.
With respect to the knowledge on current sensitive data of organizations assets,
future trend processes will have to combine all the factors more holistically [23,
pp. 14–15].

3 Cyber Threat Intelligence

Cyber security and forensics experts have to detect, analyze and defend against
cyber threats in almost real-time. A timely response to cyber attacks is required.
Without a deeper understanding of cyber attacks, effective countermeasures are
hardly possible. The thought of limiting the threats makes threat intelligence
gaining more importance. For this purpose, data mining techniques are being
further developed in a targeted manner [10, p. 1]. A significant amount of data
from security monitoring solutions and reports has to be transformed into knowl-
edge. CTI is assigned this task.

The CTI model, which we use in our work, is depicted in figure 2. Indicators
for the detection of cyber attacks are determined. The information about cyber
attacks is systematically evaluated. Cyber criminals try to steal sensitive data.
An attack follows a life cycle. It starts with spying on the target. Unfortunately,
it often ends with criminal acts on the victim’s IT system [10, p. 2].

Now it is particularly important to find the point of attack and uncover the
vulnerabilities before cybercriminals exploit them. Points of attack are already
extremely diverse today: non-traceable communication, 0day vulnerabilities, ma-
licious PDF documents are just a few examples. The previous approaches show
gaps. In addition, cybercriminals are increasingly using dangerous antiforensic
and evasion disruptive measures. Other known disruptive measures require more
modern approaches to forensic examination of exchanged and stored data. In the
recent past, numerous countermeasures have been tried including artificial intel-
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ligence’s machine learning [10, p. 3]. CTI is now focusing on the evaluation of
cyber attack methods [10, p. 4].

The goals are improved detection and then improved responsiveness. A cur-
rent awareness of the cyber threat situation is the basis. The companies have
now reached a certain level of maturity. Data is recorded systematically. The
exchange of data speeds up the process. Known threats are prioritized from the
company’s perspective. The implementation of security controls is being driven
forward in a targeted manner. In order to collect high quality data, an ontology
is required. This ontology must be as comprehensive as possible. A model serves
this purpose. The model is the semantic representation of the cyber threats. It
offers the possibility to standardize metrics. The model provides the basis for
deriving quantitative metrics [24, pp. 1–2].

Fig. 2. Reference Architecture: Cyber Threat Intelligence Model [24, p. 2]

Diverse taxonomies have already developed. Common Weakness Enumera-
tion (CWE), Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Characteristics (CAPEC)
are two examples. The MITRE ATT&CK (Adversarial Tactics, Techniques and
Common Knowledge) framework also offers usable insights into the entire life cy-
cle of the attack, including the preparatory and follow-up phases. Finally STIX
is the most used for sharing structured threat information.

The interrelationships as illustrated in Figure 2 are fundamentally used as
a model for CTI. In addition, the model is already being used today to build
up knowledge bases, which in turn can then be systematically queried as re-
quired [24, p. 6]. In the case of the CTI model, the starting points for mitigating
the threats are of particular interest here.
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4 MITRE ATT&CK Framework

MITRE ATT&CK (Adversarial Tactics, Techniques and Common Knowledge)
is a globally accessible knowledge base [27]. It provides a common taxonomy
for CTI. It is about telemetry sensing and behavioral analytics. The ATT&CK
model covers multiple technology domains: Enterprise, Mobile, Industry Control
Systems (ICS). The model is a concrete instance and implementation of the
abstract CTI model in figure 2. It provides a mitigation object structure, too.

Mitigations represent security concepts and technologies in the ATT&CK
framework. These represented technologies help to prevent a technique or sub-
technique being executed successfully. These mitigations are described vendor-
agnosticly. The ATT&CK Mitigation Model comprises the attributes Name, ID,
Description, Version and Techniques addressed by mitigation.

The MITRE ATT&CK object model relationship is illustrated in figure 3.
Its high-level components, like mitigation, are in relation one with the other.
These are Adversary Groups, Technique / Sub-Technique, Software, Tactic and
Mitigation. Each component is described with such an object structure, hence
structures and relationships to describe adversaries’ behavior are recorded in
these object structures systematically. Figure 3 is showing the fundamental re-
lationships of the objects [27] as well as an concrete sample of a manifestation
of these objects regarding to a group named APT 39.

Fig. 3. ATT&CK Object Model Relationships and example [27]

The ATT&CK Object Model implements the abstract layer of the Cyber In-
telligence Model which is shown in figure 2. The TTPs were taken over directly,
the Adversary Group entity of the MITRE ATT&CK framework corresponds to
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the identity of the CTI Model. The software component corresponds to the tools,
etc [27]. The data is continuously recorded within the MITRE ATT&CK frame-
work on the basis of publicly accessible analysis reports of cyber analysts for
current attacks. Therefore, current threat data is continuously managed within
the MITRE ATT&CK framework.

In order to mitigate the risk of an attack, it is first of all necessary to under-
stand possible techniques that can be used. The data now describes the known
techniques and how they are used, along with aids for their detection and mit-
igation. The recommended measures relate to the attack technique currently
under consideration [36, p. 1]. The standardization of the CTI is undertaken in
order to be better informed about the cyber risks. The awareness of the situ-
ation becomes even better if this data is exchanged with other people at risk
and affected. Effective cooperation arises. More analytics are now used to find
hidden vulnerabilities and to make decisions about mitigating the threat posed
by them [31, p. 310].

The MITRE ATT&CK Navigator offers a simple user interface to navigate
through the MITRE CTI databases and to annotate facts [28]. We present a
snapshot of it for the tactic ’Exfiltration’ in Figure 4. In its current version all
domains are supported. These are Enterprise, Mobile, Industry Control Systems
(ICS). In order to consider CTI for IT networks of organizations or companies,
enterprise and possibly mobile are the right entry points.

Fig. 4. ATT&CK Navigator Enterprise, Tactic ‘Exfiltration’ [28]
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If an incident that has become known is evaluated, the applied techniques
(including sub-techniques) are selected in the matrix of the MITRE ATT&CK
Navigator and so the complete attack procedure is revealed. Conversely, the
attack procedures of known groups can be selected from the CTI database in
order to find out about their Tactics and Techniques [27]. One of the Tactics led
is exfiltration.

In the course of CTI, conclusions can be drawn about the techniques and
subtechniques used by known groups for exfiltration of sensitive information. If,
in addition, the adversarial techniques used exploit weak points that also exist
in your own company, then the focus can be identified in this way, at which the
measures to mitigate the risk are currently to be located.

This process is then partially automated so that the necessary human inter-
action is concentrated on essential decisions. Therefore, the MITRE corporation
maintains a GitHub repository [26]. Also Python libraries like [2] [5] are ap-
plicable for transactional access to the data. The interfaces are standardized
via STIX encoded in Java Script Object Notation (JSON) and the TAXII ap-
plication protocol to transfer CTI via the Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure
(HTTPS) between participants [7]. The Python classes abstract the access to the
interfaces and offer constructs for the direct evaluation of the data. The following
Listing 1.1 shows the code block for loading of all currently available data sets
regarding threats to enterprises into the processing memory. The loaded data
can then be evaluated using differentiable filter methods so that, among other
things, the mitigation measures with regard to current threats of data theft can
be extracted.

1 import requests

2 from stix2 import MemoryStore

3

4 def get_data_from_branch(domain , branch="master"):

5 """ get the ATT&CK STIX data from MITRE/CTI. Domain should

be ’enterprise -attack ’, ’mobile -attack ’ or ’ics -attack ’.

Branch should typically be master."""

6 stix_json = requests.get(f"https ://raw.githubusercontent.

com/mitre/cti/{ branch }/{ domain }/{ domain }.json").json()

7 return MemoryStore(stix_data=stix_json["objects"])

8

9 src = get_data_from_branch("enterprise -attack")

Listing 1.1. Access CTI via stix2 Python API [5]

Listing 1.2 is utilizing the Python “technique mappings to csv.py” from the
MITRE ATT&CK scripts [7] in order to extract mitigation measures against
currently used exfiltration techniques. The results are written into a comma sep-
arated values file which is then easily visualized e.g. in a data mining application
as shown exemplary in figure 5. This approach opens up the possibility of further
automation. Above all, the open, documented interfaces enable efficient querying
of the available CTI databases. Targeted queries allow an ever better focus on
measures to mitigate the currently prevailing threats of data theft.
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1 python3 technique_mappings_to_csv.py -d ‘‘enterprise -attack ’’

-m mitigations -t exfiltration -s Current.csv

Listing 1.2. Querying and filtering MITRE CTI database

Fig. 5. Manual Data Mining with the results of CTI [16]

5 Information Security Management Systems

ISO/IEC 27000:2018 provides an overview of Information Security Management
Systems (ISMS). Essential terms are defined. An attack is described with the
attempt to destroy, uncover, change, disable, steal, gain unauthorized access to
a value and use it without authorization [19, p. 7]. The relationship between
stealing and data exfiltration is obvious. Furthermore, information is identified
as a value that requires adequate protection of availability, confidentiality and
integrity [19, p. 20]. Here it is the protection of confidentiality that is called
into question by data exfiltration. It also states that appropriate measures are
defined, implemented, monitored and, if necessary, improved so that the specific
information security and business objectives of the organization are achieved.
These measures can be seamlessly integrated into the business processes of the
organization [19, p. 22].

It is precisely this question of the seamless integration of measures to mit-
igate the risk of data theft that must now be considered further. How can the
measures to mitigate the risk of data theft be integrated into the ISMS? It must
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Table 1. ISO actions for continuous improvement of the ISMS

ISO Action

a) Analyzing and evaluating the existing situation to identify areas

b) Establishing the objectives

c) Searching for possible solutions to achieve the objectives

d) Evaluating these solutions and making a selection

e) Implementing the selected solution

f) Measuring, verifying, analyzing and evaluating results to determine that the
objectives have been met

g) Formalizing changes

also be ensured that any risk assessment is carried out methodically and is suit-
able for producing comparable and reproducible results [19, p. 25]. All actions
necessary to bring about an improvement are listed in sequential order as listed
in table 1. These mandatory actions for improvement, as these are listed in the
ISO norm [19, p. 17], are repeated cyclically.

The nature of cyber security in practice is that it is not so obvious whether
a decision may cause risk and damage [4, p. 1]. So, there is the need for a pro-
cess. In order to run substantial business successfully, you have to get systematic
about cyber security quickly. In today’s networked systems, risks aggregate, cas-
cade effects arise, inter-dependencies lead to accumulation of risks. It is essential
to introduce systematic ways of identifying these risks [4, pp. 2–3]. Regular pro-
cesses must be introduced or existing ones supplemented. In order to find the
right entry point here, the basic processes of the company are first considered.

ISO 27001:2013 describes the requirements for an ISMS. Good planning is
credited with preventing or at least reducing undesirable effects and achieving
continuous improvement [17, p. 8]. It is written that it is imperative to determine
the methods of monitoring, measurement, analysis and evaluation. In addition,
the time and frequency of the inspection must be specified [17, p. 14]. These
requirements will be carried over to mitigation measures. The objectives and
corresponding procedures are listed in table 2 and offer some interesting starting
points for mitigating unwanted data exfiltration. The ISO 27002:2013 [18] then
provides instructions for implementation of each procedure. The information
from both documents is compiled here.

6 Concept and Example to integrate CTI with ISMS

Looking at our hypothesis to link the two areas of CTI and ISMS using the
MITRE ATT&CK framework to mitigate the threat of unwanted data exfiltra-
tion, all components have been introduced. In this section we turn to the details
of the connection of CTI and ISMS. We first explain our concept in Section 6.1
and then apply it in Section 6.2 to a sample use case.
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Table 2. Categories of measures [17] [18]

Identifier/Type Description

A.8.1.1 Inventory for values
Procedure Information and other values of the company are recorded, an inven-

tory is drawn up and maintained
Measures determine values, document importance, manage lifecycle (creation-

processing-storage-transfer-deletion-destruction), designation of
those responsible, compilation of an inventory list of values

A.8.2.1 Classification of information
Procedure Information is classified based on legal requirements, its value, its

criticality and its sensitivity to unauthorized disclosure
Measures classify information considering confidentiality, use a uniform scheme

relating to data exfiltration (safe-slightly-significant, short-term ef-
fects, serious impact on strategic goals)

A.12.6.1 Handling of technical vulnerabilities
Procedure Information about technical weak points is obtained in good time.

The hazard is assessed. Appropriate measures are taken to address
the risk

Measures Define tasks and responsibilities, identify data sources, define a time
schedule for the reaction, assess risks, determine remedies, execute
remedies, test patches, regular review and evaluation of the process,
coordinate with incident response process, defining the actions in the
situation without the possibility of mitigating the risk

A.14.3.1 Protection of test data
Procedure Test data is carefully selected, protected and controlled
Measures Avoid the use of Personally Identifiable Information (PII) or other

sensitive test data, obtain authorization from the person in charge,
delete test data, log, use of test data that is as similar as possible to
the operating data

A.18.2.1 Independent review of information security
Procedure The organization’s approach to handling information security and its

implementation are reviewed independently at regular intervals or
whenever there are significant changes

Measures Appoint an independent auditor, check at regular intervals or if there
are significant changes, consider corrective action
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6.1 Concept to integrate CTI with ISMS

In this section we describe and show our concept to integrate CTI with ISMS.
We make use of BPMN diagrams to explain our concept. BPMN diagrams in
general offer a standardized form of notation in order to implement our proposed
procedure across departments in the organization. The two diagrams showing
our concept are depicted in Figure 8 and Figure 9, respectively.

First of all, Figure 8 shows our Communication Diagram from the pool of
BPMN diagrams. The communication relationships between relevant actors of
the CTI and the ISMS are shown. Leading actors as explained in table 3 are
involved on behalf of the areas of the organization. The cyber analyst is work-
ing on being aware of the current cyber threats. He pays special attention to
the dangers of data theft. The CISO receives regulated knowledge of the cur-
rent situation of threats to the organization. The cyber analyst reports to him.
At the same time, the cyber analyst communicates the current threats to the
information security officer. This information is used to target the activities of
the ISMS. The Information Security Officer reports to the CISO on the current
status of the ISMS. If necessary, possibilities for improvement are communicated
with the CISO and suggested for implementation. CISO evaluates the status of
CTI and ISMS and controls as required. After all, the CISO is responsible for
the completeness and effectiveness of the ISMS vis-à-vis independent auditors.
For this purpose, the relevant parameters are communicated and the results of
the audit are received. The diagram shows these communication relationships
and assigns the communication relationships to the actions in table 1 and mea-
sures from table 2. CTI and ISMS are linked to one another via the selected
measures and found suitable actions of the ISO standard 27K. In this way, the
ISO actions that are often already known and used can continue to be used with
added value. The ISO standard is very often the basis for certification. If such a
certification exists, it will not be affected by our solution and hence constitutes
a decisive advantage of our proposed process.

Table 3. Leading actors

Actor Description

CISO Chief Information Security Officer. Control of
the ISMS, here in particular the actions for con-
tinuous improvement.

Indipendent Auditor Independent authority to review the existence
and effectiveness of the ISMS processes

Cyber Analyst Selected and specially trained staff to develop
current awareness of cyber threats

Information Security Officer Employees to carry out the sub-processes and
actions of the ISMS in the day-to-day operation
of the company
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In our second BPMN diagram shown in Figure 9, the integration of CTI
and ISMS is viewed from a further perspective. This time, an activity diagram
is used. The activities of the actors are arranged in so-called swim lanes. In
this way, the actions are assigned to the actors. Responsibilities and the process
become visible. Figure 9 shows how the findings of the CTI are used specifically
in the ISMS. In the event of a later automation, the identified, current threats
to data theft or their mitigation measures are extracted and transferred as a
configuration file. This configuration controls the need to select appropriate test
data from the company. The rules, specified by the ISO for handling test data,
are used here. The test data correspond as closely as possible to the sensitive
data that are currently threatened. Permission to use these test data must be
obtained in each case (ISO A.14.3.1). Finally, the configuration file of the CTI
is used in turn to align the preventive protective measures. In line with the
current threat situation, network protocols (e.g. DNS Query, HTTPS Replace
Certificate, ICMP, BGP Open) and communication methods (e.g. DNS over
TLS, Drop Box LSP) for simulating the attack are now being set appropriately.
The simulation is now carried out focused on this configuration. Vulnerabilities
to current threats become apparent. These vulnerabilities are quickly worked
out into opportunities for improvement. The test data will then be deleted.
Proposals for improvement that have been approved for implementation are
formally incorporated into the documentation.

The entire process chain is repeated cyclically. The frequency is necessarily
derived from the security ambitions of the organization. This concept of jointly
making use of CTI and ISMS integrates resources gently into the organization
and potentially quickly mitigates the risk of data theft. Through the preventive
approach, the initiative against cyber attackers is regained. Through the use of
organization-specific test data and the simulation on the IT system actually to
be protected, concrete opportunities for improvement are highlighted that can
be implemented immediately.

6.2 Example to apply our concept

The international cyber reporting shows more and more references to the ac-
tivities of the ”SilverTerrier” group. The SilverTerrier group is attributed to
Nigeria and is known to target high technology companies [6]. The CTI of your
institution is getting aware of the situation and is starting the procedure of our
concept.

The MITRE ATT&CK framework is first exploited. The context shown in
Figure 3 is used to first determine which options are available to this group. The
malware “Agent Tesla” is assigned to this adversary group. This malicious code
is assigned the area of application via the ATT&CK framework to execute the
”Exfiltration Over Alternative Protocol: Exfiltration Over Unencrypted/Obfus-
cated Non-C2 Protocol”, Figure 6, technique [8].

This technique is described in the framework as follows: Sensitive data is
encoded and compressed with publicy available algorithms and then exfiltrated
using protocols like HTTP, FTP and DNS. The constant data traffic on these
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Fig. 6. MITRE ATT&CK Framework identified technique [9]

channels obscures the data exfiltration or at least makes it difficult to identify
this adversary activity [9].

Fig. 7. MITRE ATT&CK Framework Mitigations [9]

The MITRE ATT&CK framework also shows mitigation measures in Fig-
ure 7. By comparing these mitigation measures with the existing security mea-
sures of the ISMS, it can be determined immediately whether adequate measures
are already being used to mitigate this risk. With reference to the communica-
tion diagram in Figure 8, this is the first coordination between the cyber analyst
and the information security officer. Both roles are described in table 3.

The further course of action is now configured based on the identified threat
situation. Appropriate test data from the organization is carefully selected in
reference to the ISO security controls A.8.1.1, A.8.2.1 and A.14.3.1 in table 2. The
effectiveness of the countermeasures is specifically checked against this particular
risk of data theft now. This is done by simulating this step for the domestic IT
system as shown in Figure 9. With reference to the current hazard, the protocols,
e.g. HTTP, ICMP, DNS [9] are now deployed for the purpose of simulation. In
this paper we propose our conclusive process, the data extraction methods have
to be implemented and evaluated in a later phase of our work. If applicable,
existing open source projects can help as the first code basis. The following list
shows examples of some of the methods to do this:

– HTTP(S)
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– ICMP
– DNS
– SMTP/IMAP
– Raw TCP

The simulation of the threat is executed as pointed out in Figure 9. Techni-
cal vulnerabilities may become apparent in the process. Through the simulation,
traffic data is reflected in the log files of the monitoring systems. In the extreme
case, the simulated attack penetrates the protection of the organization. In any
case, traces will remain which can later be evaluated and used to reinforce mitiga-
tion measures. Vulnerabilities are fed back into the regular ISMS and processed
using the ISO 27002 A12.6.1 catalog of measures as referenced in table 2. In ad-
dition, help is given by the MITRE ATT&CK framework on how the technique
can be detected. Here are these suggestions for the example:

– Analyze network data for uncommon data flows (e.g., a client sending sig-
nificantly more data than it receives from a server)

– Processes utilizing the network that do not normally have network commu-
nication or have never been seen before are suspicious

– Analyze packet contents to detect communications that do not follow the
expected protocol behavior for the port that is being used.

Identified vulnerabilities and the recommendations to detect the specific risk
are now included in the management of the vulnerabilities as input variables.
They are evaluated in the context of the ISMS process for continuous improve-
ment against the security goals of the organization and then implemented (Fig-
ure 9). With this approach, the regular process for continuous improvement of
the ISMS is proactively served with the results of the simulation. One anticipates
the current danger and strengthens the protective measures before – here in this
example – the group “SilverTerrier” [6] can successfully achieve the data theft.

Concretely, options to improve your own protective measures can be derived.
For example, based on the results and logfiles of the simulation training data sets
for machine learning or deterministic measures such as extended firewall rules
can be created profitably. Because the results of the simulation are included in
the ISMS process (Figure 9), which is managed directly by the CISO (Figure 8),
the decision-making authority is given to make direct and immediate decisions
for the organization. In this case, the mitigation measures against the current
technique [9] are implemented or improved. In this way, the critical improvement
can be introduced in a timely manner against the current threat of the APT [6].

7 Conclusion

In this paper we investigated the procedural link between CTI and ISMS in re-
lation to the mitigation of data exfiltration using the MITRE ATT&CK frame-
work. We derived and explained a formally noted process, which offers suitable
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support for implementation and proves the hypothesis of our concept. Funda-
mental measures for the passive protection of the IT system regarding unwanted
data outflows were not in the current scope of our work, a reference is made to
other papers [35] in this regard.

In future work we will implement and evaluate the proposed CTI process.
We will create a software code base to identify the current threats via CTI in
order to initiate the simulation of the most common relevant attacks. Existing
protective measures are checked in a targeted manner, gaps are uncovered and
the actual threat is counteracted preventively. The long-term goal is then the
implementation of the simulation engine and the design of extensive test series
for the final manifestation of the described combined CTI-ISMS process.
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Fig. 8. BPMN - Diagram Communications for CTI & ISMS [38]
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Fig. 9. BPMN - Diagram Activities for CTI & ISMS relating data exfiltration [38]


